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Inner coach in Vocis
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� Introducing the 
VOCIS approach to 
coach

�What coaching is, 
what isn’t

�The roles of coach 
and client

�Approaches and basic 
rules

Module 1 Framework
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Our 

experiences in 

inner

Coaching 
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VOCIS – Inner coach aims.1

VOCIS aims at

� increasing competences and 

skills for self regulation of 

professionals (or students)

� implementing coaching for self-

regulation in order to achieve a 

better coping with increasing 

professional constraints and a 

higher efficiency at work
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VOCIS – Inner coach aims.2 

� Develop a set of high quality 
instruments for the vocational 
Education and Training of self-
regulation skills to be used by 

o Teachers

o trainers, 

o coaches, 

o professionals in both continuous 
and initial vocational training
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Motivations. 1

� To find tools to develop 
your Inner-Self, self 
awareness and self-
regulation and reduce 
stress in professional and 
private life.

� Explore materials and 
training modules for 
coaching or teaching 
activities
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Motivations.2
� Get hints about how to 

start and successfully 
run a peer coaching 
process

� Get more inner 
strenght

� Learn about training of 
the Inner Self in initial 
and continuous 
vocational education 
and training
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VOCIS  Network

(www.vocis.org)

� Vocis is an european network

with experts to exchange

ideas, experience, materials,

practices.

� Materials are available in

Croatian, English, French,

German, Italian.
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Main target groups
� Professionals in management 

and/or middle-management, 
teaching and training positions

� Professionals crossing aims at 
increasing competences for self 
regulation of professionals, 
students, teachers, educators, 
trainers, peers. 

� All those figures who are 
working on coping and 
improving self-efficacy goals 
for personal and professional 
discomfort of others (social 
workers, care givers, youth 
center animators…)
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  Main objectives

ReStart learning continuously

Preservation of motivation and self-motivation
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What coaching is, what coaching isn’t (1)

Coaching puts the individual in 
the centre of a process. 

The client brings constructions of 
problems into the coaching.

It contains more than one aspect 
of a counselling process, of 
which one can be coaching.

It is a concept of external 
counselling for clients, 
separated from the 
organization
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What coaching is, what isn’t (2)

Coaching builds upon the 
main principles of 
cooperation.

It’s important to be aware 
of main differences 
between coaching and 
psyco-therapy or 
teaching, training, 
supervision, mentoring, 
organizational 
developing.
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The roles of coach and client

Coaching is a setting where 
coach and client together 
form a counselling setting 
that ca be held upright in 
the long run with the aim of 
solving problems

During the conversation about 
the problem-system, 
additional information is 
brought to light

Coach and client develop 
together changed 
perspectives about the 
problem-system
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 Evaluate your self-regulation

o Experience Vocis diagnostic Tool on
yourself

o Calculate your results

o Think about your improvement dimensions

o Comment on these dimensions in your context

http://vocis.org/methodology-tools/diagnostic-toolkit/evaluate-your-self-
regulation/
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Approach and basic rules 

The change of perspectives makes the 
development of alternative ways of 
action possible

In everyday life a client can implement 
changed ways of action in relation 
to the life and occupational setting.

There are some important statements: 
performing coaching it is necessary 
to rely on the principle of 
confidentiality and secrecy.

It is important to leave everything is 
heard in the coaching room and 
decide which information the client 
would like to pass on (out of an 
obligation to do so in own company 
or context, or setting).
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“Bodyscan”

An excercise to develop 

our self-awareness 

skills

What have you noticed 

reading your body?

«Bodyscan» Exercise
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Evaluation of the module

Questions and 

discussion points  

about the first module.

Improvement 

suggestion
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VOCIS

Vocational training 

of the Inner Self

MODULE 2 

From theory to practice
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Why inner coaching today in Europe?

• Centrality of the person

• Centrality of the reflective and self-

reflective paradigm 

• Biographical and autobiographical practices
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Centrality of the person (1)

The holistic model enhances unity of the person as an 
ever-evolving entity 

Post-industrial society, focused on intellectual work  and 
on individual expression,  is stressing the emphasis on 
rationality but also on emotional life. 

The exponential roles of creative activities, innovation, 
changing in the world of work and in the world of 
individual and social expression is the driving force 
behind this tendency.
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Centrality of the person (2)

A respectful non-judgmental and resource-oriented 
approach supporting a benevolent-accepting and 
open self-exploration of the client will be addressed 
and promoted on three broad areas:

theme-oriented, 

development-oriented, 

process-oriented interventions.
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Centrality of the reflection approach (1)

Values of individuality, intellectualization, progressive 
feminization of personal, social, and organizational 
growth shift the focus from the importance of rational 
approaches to the importance of continuous dialogue 
and synthesis of reason and emotion.

Introspection, emphasis on the emotional and creative 
potential of any person, place the individual in the 
centre and attribute value to reflexive and self-
reflective methodologies as well as.
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Centrality of the reflection approach (2)

The paradigm of reflection emerges as a 

process necessary for everything that 

implies growth, improvement, 

development (long-life-learning).
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 “Calm your mind”

An autoreflection excercise to develop 

autoregulation skills

«Calm your mind»
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Review of our own biography

The raw material of reflection is the existential dimension of individuals, 
so all methodologies placing the emphasis on biography, 
autobiography, system of actions concerning them increase their 
value.

In any improvement project there is a critical point where it becomes 
important to combine the study of the current situation (analysis) and 
the vision of the future solution (the project ().

Coaching is a way to visualize change in your/your coachees private/  
professional / social life.

Proactivity needs to take on his own life
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Self regulation dimensions in Vocis Model and 

toolkit

o Your Goal Orientation

o Your Willpower

o Your Self-reinforcement

o Your Self-perception

o Your Self-integration

o Your Self-development & Self-compassion 

o Your Affect Regulation
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Core conditions in all interactions within the 

Individual Coaching

� Congruence 

� Unconditional positive regard

� Empathy

� Every instruction is self-instruction
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Coaching as a preventive approach

When a therapeutic setting is needed, consulting 
medical or clinical help has to be suggested. Vocis
individual coaching approach follows humanistic 
psychology as Person Centred Counselling and 
systemic therapy guidelines. These approaches are 
based on the idea that, given the proper conditions, 
all individuals can gain a stronger and healthier sense 
of self and self-belief.
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Individual change and external help

“I have had the benefit of working with self-instructing 
programs for training and treatment for 15 years. The 
astonishment I initially felt when such simple programs could 
lead to such good effects after a while transformed into the 
insight that the control-mechanism for change is present in 
every human being, and that sometimes very little external 
intervention is needed in order to activate the person’s own 
resources”

(Lars Eric Uneståhl, Hypnosis, Selfhypnosis and Mental Training. S. 143)
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Four Case Studies/Case-examples 

� Jason

� Linda

� Gary

� Patricia

and yours?
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Case Studies: you are the coach

� Read 2 of 4 case studies

� Identify self –regulation dimensions 
involved in any case

� Identify proposed exercises in the Vocis
Toolbook

� Read them carefully and get confident 
with them.
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Prepare  yourself to next module

“Your inner coach”

The purpose of this exercise is to develop 

the inner dialogue, so that you learn to 

coach yourself properly. The training 

consists of several sub-exercises
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Evaluation of the module

Questions and discussion points  about the 

second module.

Improvement suggestion from participants and 

trainers and agreement for the final module
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VOCIS

Vocational training 

of the Inner Self

MODULE 3

Enhancing individual and 

peer coaching skills
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Coaching Experiences

• Primary application of “inner – self 
development”

• Preparing a set of situations in which to 
experiment with the inner –self 
coaching/development

• Training self-regulation
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ACTIVATE YOURSELF

 Motivation development

o Your Goal Orientation

o Your Willpower

o Your Self-reinforcement
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Support self reinforcement

Self-reinforcement gives information about the 
extent to which individuals are able to 
encourage themselves, to remind themselves 
about certain tasks, to conduct ‘constructive’ 
inner dialogues, to reinforce themselves and to 
suppress disturbing thoughts.
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Support self reinforcement as a coach

Examine the Developing self-reinforcement 
skills and choose those exercises that in your 
opinion:

- could be most effective in your contest

- you can feel most confident using with your 
coachees
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Evaluation of the day with your five fingers 

• Thumb: Thinking – What do I have thought today? Which 
insights did I have?

• Index Finger: Intended Goals – What do I have achieved 
today?

• Middle Finger: Mental – How did I feel? Which emotional 
quality did my day have?

• Ring Finger: Whom could I give help and support today?

• Little Finger: What did I do for my bodily needs today –
movement and sports, nutrition, recovery and relaxation? 
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KNOW YOURSELF

 Development of Self-Concept

o Your Self-perception

o Your Self-integration
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Support self perception

Self-perception describes the extent to which an 
individual is able to feel, to recognize and to 
confront external expectations along with their 
own needs, preferences and intentions. It includes 
the extent to which an individual has access to 
their own somatic markers and the quality of their 
self-observation.
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Support self perception as a coach

Examine the Developing self-perception skills 
and choose those exercises that in your 
opinion:

- could be most effective in your contest

- you can feel most confident using with your 
coachees
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“Tough and easy situations” 

Think about your own upbringing and write 

down situations which show if you had easy or 

hard times during your development up until 

now. Use the table proposed
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OPTIMIZE YOURSELF

 Personal development

o Your Self-development & Self-compassion 

o Your Affect Regulation
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Support self-development

Self-development describes the extent to which 
self-exploration, personal development, change 
and self-knowledge is important to a person; the 
extent to which a person is open, curious and 
reflective regarding his or her own thinking, 
experience and behaviour; the extent to which 
individuals can take a bird’s eye view of 
themselves.
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Support self development as a coach

Examine the Developing self-regulation skills 
and choose those exercises that in your 
opinion 

- could most effective in your contest

- you can feel most confident using with your 
coachees
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Partner-Interview Self-leadership

The goal of communication is to promote 
positive and wanted effects and avoid or 
reduce negative and unwanted effects. 

Source a partner and conduct a mutual 
interview, guided by the key questions 
proposed.
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Start a peer coaching process

“Peers, whether in teams or not, can create a 
habit of making one another part of their own 
solution, rather than ruminating in venting 
conversations, or commiserating together without 
owning any part of the needed change.”

(Natalya Pestalozzi on management concepts.com, 2016)
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What is a peer coaching process

Peer coaching can be defined as a confidential process through 
which two or more professional colleagues work together to 
reflect on current practices; expand, refine, and build new skills; 
share ideas; teach one another; conduct classroom research; or 
solve problems in the workplace (Robbins, 1991).

Peer coaching usually entails a group of organised professionals 
with the same knowledge, skill level, and status. Peer coaching is a 
confidential, non-evaluative process where groups of two or more 
people come together to process, reflect upon and/or discuss 
topics relevant and particular to the group aims. 
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Positive attitude in a peer coaching process

� Active Listening 

� Offering support

� Positive body language

� Asking Open Ended Questions

� Expressing Kindness and Compassion 
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Peer coaching formats

There are different formats for the Peer Coaching group:

o a leaderless group in which all the members take 
responsibility for the group work

o groups utilizing rotating presenters or co-moderators 
to run the group sessions

Anyway it is important when choosing a coach that you 
consider the match between the coach and the group 
you wish them to work with
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VOCIS Peer Coaching Step by Step

Peer Coaching

STEP 1

Introduction of the problem and what the 

person wants to clarify or gain insights 

about

STEP 2
Questions to the person who brings in the 

problem or the case

STEP 3
Coaching, finding hypotheses, deepening 

(without bringing in solutions)

STEP 4 Development of solutions

STEP 5 Lessons learned and feedback
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How to prepare yourself for a peer coaching 

session

• Your goal

• Ahead of the first meeting, think about your 

overall situation

• Identify your issue

• Write down your issue
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Practice a Peer coaching session preparation

Decide which format of peer coaching you wish 

to propose to your colleagues and how to 

prepare it. 

What are your strengths  and your weaknesses 

as a Peer coaching facilitator?
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Evaluation of the modules

Questions and discussion points  about the 

third module.

Feedback questionnaire on Vocational Training 

of the Inner Self
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